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This document was prepared to inform you of some ISSF rule changes that will
be used in 2011 and 2012 ISSF World Cups and Continental Championships as
well as in the 2012 Olympic Games in London. These rule changes were
developed in cooperation with the IOC Olympic Broadcast System (OBS) staff
after we studied OBS television productions during the 2008 Olympic Games.
We developed several changes that shooting needed to make to address
challenges in the conduct of our finals tested them during 2010. They were
approved by the ISSF Administrative Council on 8 November 2010. Here is a
summary of these rule changes:
ORDER FOR PREPARATION, TEST SHOTS AND ATHLETE PRESENTATION
FOR SHOTGUN. The order of presentation for shotgun has been changed so
that finalists will now report 20 minutes before the Start Time. They will
immediately be instructed to complete their warm-up and dry firing and fire test
shots. Targets will also be shown before the presentation of Finalists, which will
occur four minutes before the Start Time. Immediately after the presentation of
Finalists, the athletes will go to their shooting stations and begin the final round
competition. This change for the Shotgun presentation was already successfully
implemented during the 2010 World Championship in Munich and the 2010
World Cup Final in Izmir, Turkey.
The 20 second scoreboard pause in Trap and Double Trap that has taken place
after five shooters have fired will now take place after each of the six finalists
have fired the same number of targets.
Tie-breaking shoot-offs will only be conducted on the finals field for first, second
and third places.
ORDER FOR PREPARATION, SIGHTING SHOTS AND ATHLETE
PRESENTATION FOR RIFLE AND PISTOL. Previous ISSF Rules called for the
presentation (introduction) of finalists BEFORE the preparation period, sighting
shots and the pause to reset the targets for the first record shot. This created a
big problem for television because they want to cover the athlete presentations,
but they are not interested in the 8 ½ minutes of warm-up activities between the
presentations and first record shot. After analyzing this problem, we decided to
reverse the final round procedure so that athlete presentations will now take
place AFTER the warm-up activities. The new rifle-pistol presentation order is as
follows:

Time before Start Time of
Final
30:00 minutes before
20:00 minutes before
14:30 minutes before
06:30 minutes before

05:30 minutes before
02:30 minutes before

00:30 seconds before
00:00

Finalists Report, Juries complete equipment checks,
finalists change clothing.
Finalists move equipment to firing points.
Eight (8:00) minutes combined preparation and
sighting period—will be announced and controlled by
the Range Officer.
Sighting period ends. All rifles or pistols must be
unloaded, checked and placed on the shooting mats
or benches. Finalists must stand (includes 50m
prone finalists) turn to the rear to face spectators and
be introduced.
Announcer introduces finalists.
Finalists are instructed to return to their shooting
positions and will have two minutes to resume their
positions, prepare and fire sighting or warming shots
before the first Final Round shot.
Pause to reset targets.
Range Officer commands, FOR YOUR FIRST
COMPETITION SHOT, LOAD…ATTENTION, 3-2-1,
START.

The announcement of scores after each final round shot will be followed by a
short commentary about the current rankings. Television needs a delay of
approximately 30 seconds after each shot to be able to show the scoreboard and
current rankings. A ranking monitor will be placed in front of each finalist so that
all shooters will know their current rankings even if they do not understand the
language of the commentator.
After the Finals, tie-breaking shoot-offs will be conducted only for the first,
second and third places. Other ties will be broken by the final round score and
then by the Qualification ranking.

RAPID-FIRE PISTOL FINAL ROUND FORMAT. The new Rapid-Fire Pistol
Final is much faster moving, easier for spectators to understand and offers many
moments of action and drama throughout the final. Here is a summary of the
new rapid-fire final (complete details are in the rules):
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

Three 5-target units are used. Six finalists are assigned to the targets
with two finalists on each 5-target group. There will be a 1.5m space
between the two finalists’ firing points on each 5-target group.
6 competitors will advance from the Qualification to the Final.
All competitors will start at zero (0) in the Final. Note: the final is
designed so that to win a gold medal a competitor must fire eight 4second series; that is two times more 4-second series than competitors
fire in the Qualification round.
Hits are scored on the basis of hits and misses (similar to biathlon, easy
for spectators to understand). The hit zone encompasses shots scoring
9.7 or higher.
The preparation period and sighting series are completed before the
presentation of finalists.
Presentation of finalists—this will begin the television production.
Immediately after the presentation, all shooters are instructed to take
their positions and load.
The Range Officer then calls the first shooter by name and after 15
seconds announces ATTENTION. The red lights come on immediately
and change to green after 7 seconds to start the 4-second firing period.
Within 10-14 seconds after one shooter has fired his 4-second series,
the Range Officer calls the next shooter by name, waits 15 seconds
and announces ATTENTION. This continues until all six shooters have
fired one 5-shot series.
There is a one-point deduction for each over-time shot. One Allowable
Malfunction during the Final is permitted; the original score is cancelled
and the series will be repeated immediately after the malfunction is
confirmed. There is a two-point penalty for a non-allowable malfunction.
In the Final, eliminations will start after all shooters have fired four 5shot series. The 6th place shooter is eliminated after the 4th series, the
5th
place shooter is eliminated after 5th series and the 4th place shooter is
eliminated after the 6th series. Ties will be broken immediately by 5-shot
shoot-offs.
The bronze medalist is eliminated after the 7th series. The 8th series is
the gold medal series where the gold and silver medalists are
determined.
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